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Outline

Basic introduction

Brief background knowledge on Maximally 
Symmetric Composite Higgs

How to realize maximal symmetry, even from 
warped extra dimensions (emergence!!!) 

Naturalness sum rule, how to test? 

Trigonometric Parity for the Composite Higgs

Outlook on HEP and other fields



High energy physics

Higher and 
higher energy

Last 122 years
1895

2012

Open the door of 
sub-atom physics

12 orders of 
magnitude



“Old” physics up to date
The Weinberg-Salam Model

The chosen one!



Why God’s particle?
Higgs potential

EWSB
（Higgs mechanism）

Gives all particles 
mass

The origin of the 
mass



Unknown in “old” physics

Higgs potential

We actually never know the Higgs 
potential and why EWSB?

Laudau-Ginzberg potential（Superconductivity）

negative，why?

CORE question in 
particle physics



Tayler expand on the quantum 
fluctuation of higgs potential

h^4h^3 h^5。。。。。h^9

Future 
Collider Not known how to probe

Same collider 
signal, different 

potential

Unknown in “old” physics



Substructure of Higgs?

Possible NP deviation

Suppose in NP scale, we see 
substructure of Higgs（like 

QCD Pi form factor deviations）



Precision Higgs measure

CEPC



Higgs compositeness for Higgs factory
Our chairman Mao says all particles 
are composite from his philosophy! 

Nima’s talk in IHEP 2018

A great eye-catching and physics motivation 
for Higgs factory and great collider

Self-interaction
Higgs precision



Higgs as a pNGB
Why Higgs as a pNGB？

Highly constrained by LEP

If the strong dynamics triggers the breaking G/H，
pNGB is a composite particle.

QCD chiral symmetry，pion

Higgs mass small comping to confinement 
scale（1~10TeV)

The radiatively generated Higgs potential

universal prediction on Higgs couplings (Like pion 
soft theorem)

Kaplan,  H. Georgi, Phys.Lett.B 145 (1984) 216
Kaplan,  H. Georgi, Phys.Lett.B 136 (1984) 183



The origin of Higgs potential

h

V(h)
But pions has no vev

only a positive mass

The origin of the Higgs potential

The “parton” mass for the composite Higgs

Quantum corrections from the SM 
particles（Mostly top)？

More focused top sector

L. Da,  T. Ma, J. Shu, in preparation



Maximally symmetric 
composite Higgs



Why another CHM?
Can get the correct EWSB.

Can easily get the 125 GeV light Higgs mass？

No UV dependence of Higgs potential.

Can we have minimal technical tuning

A general methods based on symmetric coset space  
to describe the EWSB (Higgs as a pNGB) in an unified 
manner. 

Find the new symmetry breaking pattern (Maximal 
symmetry) automatically solves all problems above

gauge hierarchy problem

Simplest Structure

C. Csaki, T. Ma, J. Shu., Phys.Rev.Lett. 119 (2017) no13, 131803



Symmetric space
For any global symmetry G breaks into H

Higgs is the NGB in the symmetric coset space

H is a closed group symmetric coset space

G always has an automorphism

V is also the Higgs parity operator, like pion parity in QCD 



Examples:
Examples of Symmetric Coset Space:

Actually 
cover 

almost all 
useful 
cosets

G⇥G/GV



Goldstone in symmetric space 
For any global symmetry G 

spontaneously breaks into H

The CCWZ transformation

For any symmetric coset space

Simple linear transformation

Information of G/H 
is included in V

Key 
construction

Goldstone matrix transform linearly!

If decouple the “Higgs”



G/H CW potential from top
Consider the MCHM5 SO(5)/SO(4)

SM Fermion Embed the SM fields into fund rep of G (spurionic) 

SU(2) multiplet

spurion vev



G/H CW potential from top

Derivatives of GB does not 
contribute to Higgs potential

Based on G/H, one can write whatever Lag 
contribute to Higgs potential

Most general Lagrangian

 ! g 

Master formular

Converting back 
to the SM fields by 

using spurions.

fund rep

Master formular



Enlarged Global Symmetry
LH & RH top each has symmetry

Maximal subgroup leaves the GB invariant

Only the mass term breaks them into

Only acting on fermions, not 
Goldstones

Global Symmetry from composites

global



What is Maximal Symmetry?

HV

(G/H)A

G1L G1R

V

GV 0

SO(5)/SO(4)

We prove

Can be used as a new UV 
completion of maximal symmetry 

just like moose model for LH, 
etc.

C. Csaki, T. Ma, J. Shu., Phys.Rev.Lett. 
119 (2017) no13, 131803

Appendix A

Mathematical structure



The Higgs potential

CW 
potential

mt ⇠ sin2h Higgs potential

Higgs potential is just the top mass square up to some 
factors after integration on momentum.

M t
1 ⇠ �L�Rf

2(MQ �MS)/p
2 V (h) ⇠ �2

L�
2
Rf

4(MQ �MS)
2/⇤2

top mass from both LH & RH top 
mixture with top partners No UV Divergence

sin(2h/f)

Log(1+x) expansion



Understand deconstruction

Higgs potential tends to have 
large v/f>1 (double tuning)

Collective Symmetry Breaking, “Little Higgs”

G/H

N=3 for finite potential 

G/H
G/H
G/H

One need 3 G/H 
structures 

Higgs mass tends to be large 
than 300GeV

Fine-tuning

at UV

Even for large N, still 
have very troublesome 

finite piece



Realization from MCHM5

Lmix = �q̄iOi

Fermion mass from linear mixing

Oi � U i

5=4+1 Composite top partners

Top and top partner masses:

Fermionic Lagrangian:

partial compositeness



The use of  V
Rewrite the top partners into a full rep of G 

The Lagrangian is G invariant except for V
Elementary-composite 
mixing is G invariant

Enlarged global sym:



Symmetries in CS

The mass term explicitly break the global symmetry

Two vector mass: twisted and untwisted:

Maximal Symmetry: Only the Twisted Mass



The form factors

Integrating out the 
top partners，we 

have the form 
factors in the EFT



Vh structure from symmetry

Log divergent

UV finite 

Top mass square!

Higgs shift symmetry

subgroup of 
transformation on the left 



Higgs potential tuning

cL ⇠ cR ⇠ ⇤2
cLL ⇠ c0LL ⇠ cRR ⇠ c0RR ⇠ log⇤

If UV divs cancels but finite remains Double tuning
G. Panico, M. Redi, A. Tesi, A. Wulzer, JHEP 1303, 053 (2013)

Large finite piece from \PI_1 form 
factor (expansion over s_h or c_h) 

tends to make \gamma >> \beta 



Tunnings in EWSB

Maximally 
symmetric case

20% tuning

Assuming 1st & 2nd Weinberg sum rule, UV finite

Cancellation from the gauge sector



How to get 125 GeV Higgs?

Usually top is too heavy，difficult to get a light Higgs

minimal

minimal



Numerical tuning

One free parameter except f



Scan

One free parameter 
except for f



Emergence of Maximal 
Symmetry 

C. Csaki, T. Ma, J. Shu, J-H. Yu, arxiv:1810.07704



Why a maximal symmetry?
Ordinary case global 

symmetry breaks into H at 
the boundary

Maximal symmetry: global 
symmetry breaks into G_{V’} 

at the boundary

Integrating out the bulk from this 
boundary (composite) preserve 

this global symmetry and 
transmitted it to the other 
boundary (SM elecmentary)sounds like symmetry inflow



How to realize a maximal 
symmetry?

Bulk femrion: 

Both LH & RH fields are in the 
fundamental representation

UV completion of two site moose



How to realize a maximal 
symmetry?



Why a maximal symmetry?

Boundary fermion: 

RH SM fermions are singlets

UV completion of two site moose



Why a maximal symmetry?



Extra dimension case:

After integrating out the bulk



Comment

What I feel interesting or critical is that:

The boundary symmetry completely controls the bulk 
pNGB properties, in particular, the UV sensitivity of the 

pNGB Coleman- Weinberg potential

I wonder if there is a application 
in condense matter physics?

MS in the lattice can also be applied to low-dim 
condense matter system (Bilayer Quantum Hall System?) 



Naturalness Sum rules

C. Csaki, F. Freitas, L. Huang, T. Ma, J. Shu, M. Perelstein, arxiv:1811.01961



Test and predictions

Top kinetic terms：no corrections from Higgs

Mt(h) ⇠ sin

✓
2h

f

◆✓
1 +

1

2
sin2(h/f)

�
⇧q

1(0)�⇧t
1(0)

�◆

C. Csaki, T. Ma, J. Shu., 1702.00405
D. Liu, I. Low, C. Wagner, 1703.07791

However, the ggh coupling only scale with 
the derivative of the first part.

100 TeV perhaps tth 1%

Maximal Symmetry limit

M. Mangano, T Plehn, P. Reimitz, T. Schell, H-S. Shao, 1507.08169



Test and predictions

Lightest exotic charge (5/3)

Find the top partner resonance (charge 2/3), sum rule of 

diagonal Higgs Yukawa & mass

No quadratic div

No log div

Mass eigenstates

C. Csaki, T. Ma, J. Shu., Phys.Rev.Lett. 119 (2017) no13, 131803

C. Csaki, T. Ma, Phys.Rev.Lett. 119 (2017) no13, 131803

C-R Chen, J. Hajer, T. Liu, I. Low, H. Zhang, 
JHEP 1709 (2017) 129



Gauge Sum rules

Log divergence

Quadratic divergence



SUSY Case

Quadratic divergence



Non-SUSY Case: Collider

Non-susy case done with signs! See the talk tomorrow!



The build-in twin Higgs
(Trigonometric Parity) 

C. Csaki, T. Ma, J. Shu., Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no23, 231801



Why twin Higgs?

EW charged twin top almost have zero LHC bounds

The key reason is that we still do not see the 
colored top partner yet!

Z. Chacko,  H.-S. Goh, R. Harnik, Phys.Rev.Lett. 96 (2006) 231802

Colored top partners are the most sensitive 
probe of composite Higgs models

Proved upper limit of lightest 
top partners for given 

symmetry breaking scale f D. Marzocca, M. Serone, J. Shu., JHEP 1208, 013 (2012)
O.Matsedonskyi, G. Panico, A. Wulzer, JHEP 1301, 164 (2013)

Light Higgs Light Top Partners

Neutral Naturalness
N. Craig, A.Katz, M.Strassler, R. Sundrum, JHEP 1507, 105 (2015)

See for instance



Why composite twin Higgs?

Highly constrained by LEP

If the strong dynamics triggers the breaking G/H，
pNGB is a composite particle.

QCD chiral symmetry，pion

Why Twin Higgs?

The radiatively generated Higgs potential

universal prediction on Higgs couplings (Like pion 
soft theorem)

Funny trigonometric parity               .  
References added soon



Trigonometric Parity as the 
build-in Twin Parity
However, the goldstone itself does have the 

spontaneous broken symmetry!
The symmetry of the G/H coset space manifold!

Inside any coset space manifold, there is a trigonometric parity

Physical higgs has a shift symmetry in 
the corresponding unbroken direction

Higgs parity:

SN

U(1) ⇠ SO(2)

Exchange of 
the 4th and 

6th row

C. Csaki, T. Ma, J. Shu., Phys.Rev.Lett. 
121 (2018) no23, 231801



Adding matter fields
The matter fields have to conserve such a 

build-in trigonometric parity

Exchange the coordinates in the 3rd and 5th, 4th and 6th row



Fermion Lag

The top and bottom sector



A UV Completion

The latter has the fermion condensation

Gauge sector automatically satisfy the Weinberg sum rule
Lowest chiral breaking operators at UV: 4-fermions dim 6.



SU(4)/Sp(4) matter content



Extension for Composite Top



Extension for Composite Top



Higgs potential

Notice top 
Yukawa 4th power



Higgs potential



Novel six top signals

Completely new and novel channels

H-Y. Han, L. Huang, T. Ma, J. Shu, T. Tait, Y.C. Wu, arxiv:1812.11286



Future Prospects

Understanding models of EWSB (real progress 
after 2000)

EFT approach to EWSB, connect collider physics 
with true natural of EWSB

Theoretical Framework can be applied to many 
other aspects? (Inflation, axion, condensed matter?)



Backup
slice



Discreet Parities

Hidden additional       forbids the tuning 
term: (like composite twin Higgs)

in the Higgs potential

Can be realized under the following transformation

M. Geller, O.Telem, PRL 114, 191801 (2015)
R. Barbieri, D. Greco, R. Rattazzi, A. Wulzer, JHEP 1508, 161 (2015)

M. Low, A. Tesi, L.T. Wang, PRD 91, 095012 (2015)



Vector bosons
SO(5)/SO(4)

The Lag based on HLS

Consider one vector meson and one axi-vector meson

     is a free parameter�



Vector bosons
Further simplified as 

For symmetric coset space, G-invariant building blocks 



Vector bosons

Automatically get the 
Weinberg sum rules

Again, theory is made of one G-invariant 
adjoints for one G and also V

Higgs shift sym lies in [SO(5)/SO(4)]1

CYB in the 1st line

CYB in the 2nd line

CYB in the 3rd line m⇢ ⇡ ma

f� = 0 1st WS

m� = 0 2nd WS



Higgs as pNGB
Minimal Composite Higgs Model (MCHM)

E

-   Λ

-   f SO(5)/SO(4)

Loop corrections of elementary SM fields, will generate a 
potential for the modulus of the NGB 4-vector, which 
will get a vev:             . 

vacuum is arbitrary and one can suitably set � = 0 (so that SO(4)� = SO(4)). With this
choice, the four NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) transform as a a complex doublet of the gauged
SU(2)L, and none of them is eaten. Loop corrections will however generate a potential for
the NG bosons and can lead to a non-vanishing vev for the modulus of the NG 4-vector:
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (see Fig. 1). As a result, SO(4) is spontaneously broken to (a custodial) SO(3), and
three of the original NG bosons are eaten. The field ⇤ can be recast in the form of eq.(12)
by identifying � = ⌃⇥⌥/f and the field h(x) as the fluctuation of the modulus of the NG
4-vector around its vev. One can thus think of the electroweak symmetry breaking as a two-
step process: a first spontaneous breaking, SO(5) ⌅ SO(4), occurs at the scale f , giving
rise to an SU(2)L doublet of NG bosons; at a lower scale v = f sin(⌃⇥⌥/f) ⇥ f sin � the
electroweak symmetry is spontaneously broken, SO(4) ⌅ SO(3), leaving an approximate
custodial symmetry.

A simple way to derive the SO(5)/SO(4) chiral lagrangian at O(p2) is by adopting the
basis of fields {⌅i, h} and making use eq.(12). One has (see Appendix C):

L(2) =
f 2

2
(Dµ⇤)

T (Dµ⇤)

=
1

2
(⇧µh)

2 +
f 2

4
Tr

⇤
(Dµ⇥)

†(Dµ⇥)
⌅
sin2

⇧
� +

h(x)

f

⌃
,

(14)

where ⇥ ⇥ exp(i⇤i⌅i/v), and ⇤i are the Pauli matrices. No covariant derivative acts on h,
as one could have anticipated by noticing that the fluctuations parametrized by this field
are SO(4)�-invariant. Choosing the unitary gauge, ⇥ = 1, and expanding around �, one
immediately finds the relation m2

W = (g2f 2 sin2 �)/4, which determines the value of the
electroweak scale v = f sin �, and the value of the Higgs couplings to the vector bosons.

The same expression for L(2) can be obtained by using the CCWZ formalism. At the
level of two derivatives, there is only one operator which can be formed:

L(2) =
f 2

4
Tr[dµd

µ] . (15)

The equivalence with eq.(14) is proved in Appendix C, but it can be quickly checked, for
example, by monitoring the mass terms for the vector bosons. In the case of eq.(15) these
arise from the component of the gauge fields along the broken generators contained in dµ.
From eq.(1) and (9), after setting �(x) =

�
2T â(�)⇥â(x)/f , one finds:

dâµ = Aâ
µ +

�
2

f
(Dµ⇥)

â +O(⇥3) (16)

Ea
µ = Aa

µ �
i

f 2

�
⇥
⇤⌅
Dµ⇥

⇥a
+O(⇥4) . (17)

5

+ + + · · ·

Figure 7: 1-loop contribution of the SM gauge fields to the Higgs potential. A grey blob
represents the strong dynamics encoded by the form factor �1.

section 3.3, as we are now ready to derive the Coleman-Weinberg potential for the
composite Higgs.

We will concentrate on the contribution from the SU(2)L gauge fields, neglecting the
smaller correction from hypercharge. The contribution from fermions will be derived
in section 3.4. The 1-loop Coleman-Weinberg potential resums the class of diagrams
in Fig. 7. From the e⇤ective action (48), after the addition of the gauge-fixing term

LGF = � 1

2g2�

�
⇤µAaL

µ

⇥2
, (58)

it is easy to derive the Feynman rules for the gauge propagator and vertex:

Gµ� =
i

⇥0(q2)
(PT )µ� � �

ig2

q2
(PL)µ�

i�µ� =
i⇥1(q2)

4
sin2(h/f)(PT )µ�

where (PL)µ� = qµq�/q2 is the longitudinal projector. Resumming the series of 1-loop
diagrams of Fig. 7 then leads to the potential:

V (h) =
9

2

⇧
d4Q

(2⇥)4
log

⇤
1 +

1

4

⇥1(Q2)

⇥0(Q2)
sin2(h/f)

⌅
(59)

where Q2 = �q2 is the Euclidean momentum. The factor 9 originates from the sum
over three Lorentz polarizations and three SU(2)L flavors.

Let us argue on the behavior of the form factors at large Euclidean momentum and
on the convergence of the integral. We have seen that ⇥0 is related to the product of
two SO(4) currents

⇥Ja
µ(q)J

a
� (�q)⇤ = ⇥0(q

2)(PT )µ� (60)

where, we recall, the notation ⇥O1O2⇤ denotes the vacuum expectation of the time-
ordered product of the operators O1 and O2. The form factor ⇥1, on the other hand,

24

At tree level one can set # = 0  $  SO(4)’= SO(4)

-  v = f sin("π#/f)
SO(4)/SO(3)

This generates a vacuum misalignment as  # = "π#/f .

EWSB arises from vacuum misalignment. 

All the explicit breaking of SO(5) comes from the
SM gauging and fermions

sabato 29 ottobre 2011

Consider the minimal group G/H

SO(5) SO(4) ⇥ SU(2)L � SU(2)R SU(2)L � U(1)Y f > v (0.1)

1

at the scale          .

To have a naturally light Higgs, we can assume it to emerge as a pseudo NGB from the 
spontaneous breaking of a bigger global symmetry of a strongly interacting sector:

⇤⇥(x) = (⇥1, ⇥2, ⇥3, ⇥4)⌅⇧ H(x) =
1⌥
2

�
⇥1 + i⇥2

⇥3 + i⇥4

⇥
(1)

GEW = SU(2)L � U(1)Y ⌃= U(1)Q (2)

A(s, t, u) =
s

f2
= �

s

v2
, � ⇥ v2

f2
(3)

� ⇤ 4⇥f (4)

1

Minimal Composite Higgs Model (MCHM)

variables that transform as representations of the local symmetryH) can thus be constructed
from the field strength of the external gauge fields as follows:

fµ⇥ = U †Fµ⇥U = (f�
µ⇥)

âT â + (f+
µ⇥)

aT a ⇤ f�
µ⇥ + f+

µ⇥

f±
µ⇥(�) ⌃ h(�, g) f±

µ⇥(�)h
†(�, g) .

(10)

2.1 The SO(5)/SO(4) chiral lagrangian at O(p2) and its accidental
symmetries

The lagrangian of composite Higgs models based on the SO(5)/SO(4) coset can be easily
constructed by means of the CCWZ covariant variables defined above. In this case there are
four NG bosons associated to the breaking SO(5) ⌃ SO(4), ⇥â with â = 1, 2, 3, 4, which live
on the four-sphere (SO(5)/SO(4) = S4). They transform as a 4 of SO(4), or equivalently
as a (2,2) of SU(2)⇥SU(2) ⌅ SO(4). The SM electroweak vector bosons gauge a subgroup
SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇧ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⌅ SO(4)⇥ contained in SO(5), such that Y = T3R. 3

It is possible to parametrize the orientation of the ‘gauged’ SO(4)⇥ (i.e. that which contains
the SM group SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ) with respect to the linearly-realized global SO(4) by an
angle �. For example, by representing the vacuum as a 5-dimensional unit vector ⇥0, and
letting the gauged SO(4)⇥ act on the first four entries, one has ⇥0 = (0, 0, 0, sin �, cos �). The
gauged SO(4)⇥ thus identifies a preferred direction inside SO(5), and the angle � precisely
measures the misalignment of the vacuum with respect to it, see Fig. 1. The field

⇥ = U(x)⇥0 = ei
⇤
2T â(�)⇤â(x)/f⇥0 =

�

⇧⇧⇧⇧⇧⇤

⇥̂1 sin(⇥/f)

⇥̂2 sin(⇥/f)

⇥̂3 sin(⇥/f)

⇥̂4 sin(⇥/f) cos � + cos(⇥/f) sin �

�⇥̂4 sin(⇥/f) sin � + cos(⇥/f) cos �

⇥

⌃⌃⌃⌃⌃⌅
(11)

parametrizes the massless excitations around the vacuum, where we have defined ⇥ =
⌥
(⇥â)2

and ⇥̂â = ⇥â/⇥. 4 Here and in the following we denote the generators of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4) as
T a,â = T a,â(�), which are related to those of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4)⇥, where SO(4)⇥ is the gauged
subgroup, by a rotation of an angle �, see Appendix A.

For � = 0 the SM electroweak group is unbroken, being contained in the preserved global
SO(4), and the four NG bosons form a complex doublet of SU(2)L. For � ⌥= 0, on the other
hand, the SM vector bosons gauge (a combination of) the SO(5)/SO(4) broken generators,
so that three NG bosons are eaten to give mass to the W and the Z, while a fourth one
is identified with the Higgs boson. This can be easily seen as follows. Since the gauged
SO(4)⇥ acts on the first four entries of the field ⇥ in eq.(11), these can be conveniently

3In realistic models there is a larger pattern of global symmetries, SO(5)⇥U(1)X ⌃ SO(4)⇥U(1)X , and
hypercharge is defined as Y = T3R +X. A non-zero X charge is required for the SM fermions to correctly
reproduce their hypercharge. Since the NG bosons are neutral under the additional U(1)X , this latter plays
no role in the following discussion and will be omitted for simplicity.

4The factor
�
2 in the exponent of eq.(11) has been introduced to match the standard normalization

adopted in the literature. It can be absorbed by a redefinition of f .

3

There are four NGBs:       , with                    .

variables that transform as representations of the local symmetryH) can thus be constructed
from the field strength of the external gauge fields as follows:
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four NG bosons associated to the breaking SO(5) ⌃ SO(4), ⇥â with â = 1, 2, 3, 4, which live
on the four-sphere (SO(5)/SO(4) = S4). They transform as a 4 of SO(4), or equivalently
as a (2,2) of SU(2)⇥SU(2) ⌅ SO(4). The SM electroweak vector bosons gauge a subgroup
SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇧ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⌅ SO(4)⇥ contained in SO(5), such that Y = T3R. 3

It is possible to parametrize the orientation of the ‘gauged’ SO(4)⇥ (i.e. that which contains
the SM group SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ) with respect to the linearly-realized global SO(4) by an
angle �. For example, by representing the vacuum as a 5-dimensional unit vector ⇥0, and
letting the gauged SO(4)⇥ act on the first four entries, one has ⇥0 = (0, 0, 0, sin �, cos �). The
gauged SO(4)⇥ thus identifies a preferred direction inside SO(5), and the angle � precisely
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parametrizes the massless excitations around the vacuum, where we have defined ⇥ =
⌥
(⇥â)2

and ⇥̂â = ⇥â/⇥. 4 Here and in the following we denote the generators of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4) as
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (black curve).
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
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By construction, the three ⌅i are the fields eaten after the SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y external gauging
is turned on, while h, which parametrizes SO(4)�-invariant fluctuations around the vacuum �,
remains in the spectrum as a pseudo-NG boson. It is thus identified with the Higgs boson.
By equating (11) and (12) one obtains the (non-linear) field redefinition that relates the four
NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4), ⇥â, and the ‘physical’ degrees of freedom, ⌅i, h:
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In realistic models, the value of � is dynamically determined, and the breaking of the
electroweak symmetry can be seen as the result of a vacuum misalignment. Another point
of view, however, is possible and sometimes useful. If all the explicit breaking of the global
SO(5) comes from the SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y external gauging and from the couplings of other
elementary fields (in particular the SM fermions), then at tree level the orientation of the
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as a (2,2) of SU(2)⇥SU(2) ⌅ SO(4). The SM electroweak vector bosons gauge a subgroup
SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇧ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⌅ SO(4)⇥ contained in SO(5), such that Y = T3R. 3

It is possible to parametrize the orientation of the ‘gauged’ SO(4)⇥ (i.e. that which contains
the SM group SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ) with respect to the linearly-realized global SO(4) by an
angle �. For example, by representing the vacuum as a 5-dimensional unit vector ⇥0, and
letting the gauged SO(4)⇥ act on the first four entries, one has ⇥0 = (0, 0, 0, sin �, cos �). The
gauged SO(4)⇥ thus identifies a preferred direction inside SO(5), and the angle � precisely
measures the misalignment of the vacuum with respect to it, see Fig. 1. The field
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parametrizes the massless excitations around the vacuum, where we have defined ⇥ =
⌥
(⇥â)2

and ⇥̂â = ⇥â/⇥. 4 Here and in the following we denote the generators of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4) as
T a,â = T a,â(�), which are related to those of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4)⇥, where SO(4)⇥ is the gauged
subgroup, by a rotation of an angle �, see Appendix A.

For � = 0 the SM electroweak group is unbroken, being contained in the preserved global
SO(4), and the four NG bosons form a complex doublet of SU(2)L. For � ⌥= 0, on the other
hand, the SM vector bosons gauge (a combination of) the SO(5)/SO(4) broken generators,
so that three NG bosons are eaten to give mass to the W and the Z, while a fourth one
is identified with the Higgs boson. This can be easily seen as follows. Since the gauged
SO(4)⇥ acts on the first four entries of the field ⇥ in eq.(11), these can be conveniently

3In realistic models there is a larger pattern of global symmetries, SO(5)⇥U(1)X ⌃ SO(4)⇥U(1)X , and
hypercharge is defined as Y = T3R +X. A non-zero X charge is required for the SM fermions to correctly
reproduce their hypercharge. Since the NG bosons are neutral under the additional U(1)X , this latter plays
no role in the following discussion and will be omitted for simplicity.

4The factor
�
2 in the exponent of eq.(11) has been introduced to match the standard normalization

adopted in the literature. It can be absorbed by a redefinition of f .
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (black curve).

rewritten as a modulus, ⇤4, times a unit 4-vector. The unit vector can in turn be expressed
as a constant vector invariant under electromagnetic (U(1)em) transformations times a phase
exp(i⌅i(x)Ai/v), where Ai are SO(4)�/SO(3) generators. Considering that ||�|| = 1 implies
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By construction, the three ⌅i are the fields eaten after the SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y external gauging
is turned on, while h, which parametrizes SO(4)�-invariant fluctuations around the vacuum �,
remains in the spectrum as a pseudo-NG boson. It is thus identified with the Higgs boson.
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hypercharge is defined as Y = T3R +X. A non-zero X charge is required for the SM fermions to correctly
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variables that transform as representations of the local symmetryH) can thus be constructed
from the field strength of the external gauge fields as follows:
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2.1 The SO(5)/SO(4) chiral lagrangian at O(p2) and its accidental
symmetries
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SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇧ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⌅ SO(4)⇥ contained in SO(5), such that Y = T3R. 3

It is possible to parametrize the orientation of the ‘gauged’ SO(4)⇥ (i.e. that which contains
the SM group SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ) with respect to the linearly-realized global SO(4) by an
angle �. For example, by representing the vacuum as a 5-dimensional unit vector ⇥0, and
letting the gauged SO(4)⇥ act on the first four entries, one has ⇥0 = (0, 0, 0, sin �, cos �). The
gauged SO(4)⇥ thus identifies a preferred direction inside SO(5), and the angle � precisely
measures the misalignment of the vacuum with respect to it, see Fig. 1. The field
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and ⇥̂â = ⇥â/⇥. 4 Here and in the following we denote the generators of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4) as
T a,â = T a,â(�), which are related to those of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4)⇥, where SO(4)⇥ is the gauged
subgroup, by a rotation of an angle �, see Appendix A.

For � = 0 the SM electroweak group is unbroken, being contained in the preserved global
SO(4), and the four NG bosons form a complex doublet of SU(2)L. For � ⌥= 0, on the other
hand, the SM vector bosons gauge (a combination of) the SO(5)/SO(4) broken generators,
so that three NG bosons are eaten to give mass to the W and the Z, while a fourth one
is identified with the Higgs boson. This can be easily seen as follows. Since the gauged
SO(4)⇥ acts on the first four entries of the field ⇥ in eq.(11), these can be conveniently

3In realistic models there is a larger pattern of global symmetries, SO(5)⇥U(1)X ⌃ SO(4)⇥U(1)X , and
hypercharge is defined as Y = T3R +X. A non-zero X charge is required for the SM fermions to correctly
reproduce their hypercharge. Since the NG bosons are neutral under the additional U(1)X , this latter plays
no role in the following discussion and will be omitted for simplicity.

4The factor
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2 in the exponent of eq.(11) has been introduced to match the standard normalization
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (black curve).

rewritten as a modulus, ⇤4, times a unit 4-vector. The unit vector can in turn be expressed
as a constant vector invariant under electromagnetic (U(1)em) transformations times a phase
exp(i⌅i(x)Ai/v), where Ai are SO(4)�/SO(3) generators. Considering that ||�|| = 1 implies
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By construction, the three ⌅i are the fields eaten after the SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y external gauging
is turned on, while h, which parametrizes SO(4)�-invariant fluctuations around the vacuum �,
remains in the spectrum as a pseudo-NG boson. It is thus identified with the Higgs boson.
By equating (11) and (12) one obtains the (non-linear) field redefinition that relates the four
NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4), ⇥â, and the ‘physical’ degrees of freedom, ⌅i, h:

sin(� + h(x)/f) ⌅̂i(x) sin(⌅(x)/v) = ⇥̂i(x) sin(⇥(x)/f), i = 1, 2, 3
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(13)

where ⌅ ⇤
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(⌅i)2, ⌅̂i ⇤ ⌅i/⌅.

In realistic models, the value of � is dynamically determined, and the breaking of the
electroweak symmetry can be seen as the result of a vacuum misalignment. Another point
of view, however, is possible and sometimes useful. If all the explicit breaking of the global
SO(5) comes from the SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y external gauging and from the couplings of other
elementary fields (in particular the SM fermions), then at tree level the orientation of the
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (black curve).
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In realistic models, the value of � is dynamically determined, and the breaking of the
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T a,â = T a,â(�), which are related to those of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4)⇥, where SO(4)⇥ is the gauged
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For � = 0 the SM electroweak group is unbroken, being contained in the preserved global
SO(4), and the four NG bosons form a complex doublet of SU(2)L. For � ⌥= 0, on the other
hand, the SM vector bosons gauge (a combination of) the SO(5)/SO(4) broken generators,
so that three NG bosons are eaten to give mass to the W and the Z, while a fourth one
is identified with the Higgs boson. This can be easily seen as follows. Since the gauged
SO(4)⇥ acts on the first four entries of the field ⇥ in eq.(11), these can be conveniently

3In realistic models there is a larger pattern of global symmetries, SO(5)⇥U(1)X ⌃ SO(4)⇥U(1)X , and
hypercharge is defined as Y = T3R +X. A non-zero X charge is required for the SM fermions to correctly
reproduce their hypercharge. Since the NG bosons are neutral under the additional U(1)X , this latter plays
no role in the following discussion and will be omitted for simplicity.
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (black curve).

rewritten as a modulus, ⇤4, times a unit 4-vector. The unit vector can in turn be expressed
as a constant vector invariant under electromagnetic (U(1)em) transformations times a phase
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By construction, the three ⌅i are the fields eaten after the SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y external gauging
is turned on, while h, which parametrizes SO(4)�-invariant fluctuations around the vacuum �,
remains in the spectrum as a pseudo-NG boson. It is thus identified with the Higgs boson.
By equating (11) and (12) one obtains the (non-linear) field redefinition that relates the four
NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4), ⇥â, and the ‘physical’ degrees of freedom, ⌅i, h:
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In realistic models, the value of � is dynamically determined, and the breaking of the
electroweak symmetry can be seen as the result of a vacuum misalignment. Another point
of view, however, is possible and sometimes useful. If all the explicit breaking of the global
SO(5) comes from the SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y external gauging and from the couplings of other
elementary fields (in particular the SM fermions), then at tree level the orientation of the
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SO(4), and the four NG bosons form a complex doublet of SU(2)L. For � ⌥= 0, on the other
hand, the SM vector bosons gauge (a combination of) the SO(5)/SO(4) broken generators,
so that three NG bosons are eaten to give mass to the W and the Z, while a fourth one
is identified with the Higgs boson. This can be easily seen as follows. Since the gauged
SO(4)⇥ acts on the first four entries of the field ⇥ in eq.(11), these can be conveniently

3In realistic models there is a larger pattern of global symmetries, SO(5)⇥U(1)X ⌃ SO(4)⇥U(1)X , and
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (black curve).

rewritten as a modulus, ⇤4, times a unit 4-vector. The unit vector can in turn be expressed
as a constant vector invariant under electromagnetic (U(1)em) transformations times a phase
exp(i⌅i(x)Ai/v), where Ai are SO(4)�/SO(3) generators. Considering that ||�|| = 1 implies
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By construction, the three ⌅i are the fields eaten after the SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y external gauging
is turned on, while h, which parametrizes SO(4)�-invariant fluctuations around the vacuum �,
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letting the gauged SO(4)⇥ act on the first four entries, one has ⇥0 = (0, 0, 0, sin �, cos �). The
gauged SO(4)⇥ thus identifies a preferred direction inside SO(5), and the angle � precisely
measures the misalignment of the vacuum with respect to it, see Fig. 1. The field
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parametrizes the massless excitations around the vacuum, where we have defined ⇥ =
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(⇥â)2

and ⇥̂â = ⇥â/⇥. 4 Here and in the following we denote the generators of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4) as
T a,â = T a,â(�), which are related to those of SO(5) ⌃ SO(4)⇥, where SO(4)⇥ is the gauged
subgroup, by a rotation of an angle �, see Appendix A.

For � = 0 the SM electroweak group is unbroken, being contained in the preserved global
SO(4), and the four NG bosons form a complex doublet of SU(2)L. For � ⌥= 0, on the other
hand, the SM vector bosons gauge (a combination of) the SO(5)/SO(4) broken generators,
so that three NG bosons are eaten to give mass to the W and the Z, while a fourth one
is identified with the Higgs boson. This can be easily seen as follows. Since the gauged
SO(4)⇥ acts on the first four entries of the field ⇥ in eq.(11), these can be conveniently

3In realistic models there is a larger pattern of global symmetries, SO(5)⇥U(1)X ⌃ SO(4)⇥U(1)X , and
hypercharge is defined as Y = T3R +X. A non-zero X charge is required for the SM fermions to correctly
reproduce their hypercharge. Since the NG bosons are neutral under the additional U(1)X , this latter plays
no role in the following discussion and will be omitted for simplicity.

4The factor
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2 in the exponent of eq.(11) has been introduced to match the standard normalization

adopted in the literature. It can be absorbed by a redefinition of f .
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The hypercharge is defined as

In the following we will neglect the additional 
U(1)X as the NGB are neutral.
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so that three NG bosons are eaten to give mass to the W and the Z, while a fourth one
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hypercharge is defined as Y = T3R +X. A non-zero X charge is required for the SM fermions to correctly
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Figure 1: The NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4) live on the four-sphere S4. A generic vacuum points in
a direction forming an angle � with that fixed by the ‘gauged’ SO(4)�. The electroweak symmetry
breaking can be seen as due to the misalignment �. Even assuming no misalignment at the tree
level, a non-vanishing � = ⌃⇥⌥/f is generated at the loop level after the NG 4-vector acquires a vev
⌃⇥⌥ ⇧= 0 (black curve).

rewritten as a modulus, ⇤4, times a unit 4-vector. The unit vector can in turn be expressed
as a constant vector invariant under electromagnetic (U(1)em) transformations times a phase
exp(i⌅i(x)Ai/v), where Ai are SO(4)�/SO(3) generators. Considering that ||�|| = 1 implies
⇤4 ⌅ 1, and that in the vacuum ⌃⇤4⌥ = sin �, it is convenient to define ⇤4(x) ⇤ sin(�+h(x)/f).
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By construction, the three ⌅i are the fields eaten after the SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y external gauging
is turned on, while h, which parametrizes SO(4)�-invariant fluctuations around the vacuum �,
remains in the spectrum as a pseudo-NG boson. It is thus identified with the Higgs boson.
By equating (11) and (12) one obtains the (non-linear) field redefinition that relates the four
NG bosons of SO(5)/SO(4), ⇥â, and the ‘physical’ degrees of freedom, ⌅i, h:

sin(� + h(x)/f) ⌅̂i(x) sin(⌅(x)/v) = ⇥̂i(x) sin(⇥(x)/f), i = 1, 2, 3

cos(� + h(x)/f) = cos(⇥(x)/f) cos � � ⇥̂4(x) sin(⇥(x)/f) sin � ,
(13)

where ⌅ ⇤
⌥
(⌅i)2, ⌅̂i ⇤ ⌅i/⌅.

In realistic models, the value of � is dynamically determined, and the breaking of the
electroweak symmetry can be seen as the result of a vacuum misalignment. Another point
of view, however, is possible and sometimes useful. If all the explicit breaking of the global
SO(5) comes from the SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y external gauging and from the couplings of other
elementary fields (in particular the SM fermions), then at tree level the orientation of the
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1 Preliminary

In the Minimal Composite Higgs Model, the Higgs arises as a pseudo-Nambu Goldstone boson
(pNGB) from the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the global symmetry group SO(5) ⇥
U(1)X ⇤ SO(4) ⇥ U(1)X of the strongly-interacting sector. The four NGBs hâ can be
described as the fluctuations along the broken generators T â (a = 1, . . . , 4):

U = exp

⇤
i

�
2

f
hâT â

⌅
. (1)

Under a transformation g ⌅ SO(5), this field transforms non-linearly as U ⇤ gUh† �g, hâ(x)
⇥
,

where h ⌅ SO(4). Under the unbroken SO(4) subgroup, the NGBs transform linearly as a 4
of SO(4). Going to the unitary gauge, we can bring the NGBs to the form hâ = (0, 0, 0, h).
With this choice, the matrix U takes the simple form

U =

⇧

     ⌥

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 cos h

f � sin h
f

0 0 0 sin h
f cos h

f

⌃

⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦�
. (2)

The interactions with the elementary fields of the SM explicitly break the SO(5) symmetry
and will induce a potential for the Higgs through loop corrections, such that modulus of
the NGB fields, h, acquires a vev breaking SO(4) to the custodial subgroup SO(3)c and the
electroweak symmetry to U(1)em, at the scale v = f

�
� = f sin⌃h⌥/f . The hypercharge is

defined as the combination Y = T 3R + X.
At the leading order in the chiral expansion, the Lagrangian describing the dynamics of

the NGBs is given by

L =
f2

4
Tr (dµdµ) =

f2

2
(⇧µ�)t(⇧µ�), (3)

where U †⇧µU = dâ
µT â + Ea

µT a and, given the SO(4)-invariant vacua �t
0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), one

can define � = U(hâ)�0 = sin h/f
h (h1, h2, h3, h4, h cot h/f).

1

SM gauge fields Leading order chiral Lag

iU†DµU = d̂âµT
â + ÊµT

a

The CCWZ transformation
，C.G. Callan,  S.R. Coleman,  J. Wess, B. Zumino, PR 177 (1969) 2247
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SM gauged



Higgs physics

Starting from eq.(48) it is simple to derive the couplings of the physical Higgs boson
to the gauge fields. By expanding around the vev ⇧h⌃,

hâ =

⇧

  ⌥

0
0

⇧h⌃+ h
0

⌃

⌦⌦� , (54)

one has

f 2 sin2 h

f
=f 2

⇤
sin2 ⇧h⌃

f
+ 2 sin

⇧h⌃
f

cos
⇧h⌃
f

�
h

f

⇥

+

�
1� 2 sin2 ⇧h⌃

f

⇥�
h

f

⇥2

+ . . .

⌅

=v2 + 2v
↵

1� � h+ (1� 2�)h2 + . . .

(55)

where, with a slight abuse of notation, h stands for
⌥
hâhâ on the left hand side, while

it denotes the physical Higgs boson on the right hand side. Compared to their SM
prediction, the couplings of the composite Higgs to the gauge bosons V = W,Z are
thus modified as follows:

gV V h = gSMV V h

↵
1� � , gV V hh = gSMV V hh(1� 2�) . (56)

If one compares with the e⇥ective Lagrangian for a generic scalar eq.(16), one finds
that the SO(5)/SO(4) theory predicts

a =
↵
1� � , b = 1� 2� . (57)

Using the results of section 2.1 on theWW scattering, we deduce that both theWW ⌅
WW and WW ⌅ hh scattering amplitudes grow as ⇥ (E/v)2� at large energies,
violating perturbative unitarity at a scale � ⇤ 4⇥v/

⌥
�. This is a factor

⌥
� larger

than what we found for a theory with no Higgs.
We see that the composite Higgs only partly unitarizes the scattering amplitudes,

simply postponing the loss of perturbative unitarity to larger scales. In the limit � ⌅ 0
(with v fixed) one recovers the standard Higgs model: the resonances of the strong
sector become infinitely heavy and decouple, while the Higgs boson fully unitarizes the
theory. For � ⌅ 1, on the other hand, the Higgs contribution vanishes and unitarity
in WW ⌅ WW scattering is enforced solely by the strong resonances. Furthermore,
f = v and there is no gap of scales in theory: in this limit the strong dynamics behaves
quite similarly to a minimal Technicolor theory, although a light scalar exists in the
spectrum. In the general case, for � small enough the strong resonances can be made
su⌅ciently heavy and their correction to the electroweak observables su⌅ciently small
to pass the LEP precision tests. We will illustrate this point in detail later on, in

23

W boson mass

modification of hVV 
coupling 

Similarly for fermions.

5, 10

Spinorial 4mf (h) / sin

✓
h

f

◆
mf (h) / sin

✓
2h

f

◆

a =
p

1� ⇠ b = 1� 2⇠

c =
1� 2⇠p
1� ⇠

c =
p
1� ⇠



电弱对称破缺机制
辐射修正Higgs 势能:

Top 夸克质量量

After canonically normalize the top field, one can compute the top mass from the zero of the
propagator:

m2
t �M2

t (m
2
t , ⌅h⇧) = 0, (55)

where

M2
t (q

2, ⌅h⇧) =
⇤⇤⇥tLtR

�
q2, ⌅h⇧

⇥⇤⇤
◆
⇥tL (q2, ⌅h⇧)⇥tR (q2, ⌅h⇧)

. (56)

Expanding for small momenta, we can obtain an approximated expression for the mass:

m2
t ⇤

M2
t (0, ⌅h⇧)

1�M2⇥
t (0, ⌅h⇧)

. (57)

The Coleman Weinberg e⇤ective potential for the Higgs h that one obtains from this e⇤ective
Lagrangian is (after going to Euclidean momenta):

V (h) = �2Nc

ˆ
d4pE
(2�)4

log
⌅
p2E⇥tL(�p2E , h)⇥tR(�p2E , h) +

⇤⇤⇥tLtR(�p2E , h)
⇤⇤2
⇧
. (58)

Let us write explicitly the form factors in the Euclidean momenta:

�
✏�

✏�

⇥tL

�
�p2E , h

⇥
⇥ 1 +⇥L

�
Q2

⇥
��⇥L

�
Q2

⇥
sin2 h

f ,

⇥tR

�
�p2E , h

⇥
⇥ 1 +⇥R

�
Q2

⇥
+�⇥R

�
Q2

⇥
sin2 h

f ,

⇥tLtR

�
�p2E , h

⇥
⇥ �⇥LR

�
Q2

⇥
cos h

f sin h
f ,

(59)

where �
✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏�

✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏✏�
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�
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2
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T )

2 ,
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�
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⇥
=
⇣

n
|cnqu |

2

Q2+(m̃n
u)

2 ,

�⇥L
�
Q2

⇥
= 1

2

⇣
n

⇤⇤cnqu
⇤⇤2
⌃

1
Q2+(m̃n

u)
2 � 1

Q2+(m̃n
T )

2

⌥
,

�⇥R
�
Q2

⇥
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⇣

n |cnT |
2
⌃

1
Q2+(m̃n

u)
2 � 1

Q2+(m̃n
T )

2

⌥
,

�⇥LR
�
Q2

⇥
= 1⇤

2

⇣
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n
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n�
T

⌃
m̃n

u

Q2+(m̃n
u)

2 � m̃n
T

Q2+(m̃n
T )

2

⌥
.

(60)

3.3 Fermionic contribution to the Higgs potential

The fermionic contribution to the Higgs potential reads

V (h)ferm = �2Nc

ˆ
d4Q

(2�)4
log

⌘
Q2

�
1 +⇥L ��⇥Ls

2
h

⇥ �
1 +⇥R +�⇥Rs

2
h

⇥
+ |�⇥LR|2 s2hc2h

✓
=

= � Nc

8�2

ˆ �2

0
dQ2 Q2

�
log

⌃
1� �⇥L

1 +⇥L
s2h

⌥
+ log

⌃
1 +

�⇥R

1 +⇥R
s2h

⌥
+

+ log

 
1 +

|�⇥LR|2 s2hc2h
Q2

�
1 +⇥L ��⇥Ls2h

⇥ �
1 +⇥R +�⇥Rs2h

⇥
⌦↵

,

(61)
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Higgs产⽣生和衰变



Higgs物理理

Top耦合为负的情况不不再存在
Higgs 拟合 ⇠ < 0.1


